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In his comment in this issue of the Biophysical Journal,

V.P. Shkilev (1) disagrees with some of the findings of our

article on the influence of diffusion on the ligand-binding

equilibrium (2). V.P. Shkilev makes two main claims in his

comment: (i) when diffusion is uniformly Brownian (with

a space-independent diffusion coefficient), “the equilibrium

fraction of bound receptors [...] should depend on the dif-

fusion coefficient” and (ii) when molecules undergo tran-

sient subdiffusion due to a Continuous-Time Random Walk

(CTRW), the equilibrium fraction of bound receptors can

only be equal or larger (but not smaller) than the value ex-

pected for uniform Brownian motion with comparable dif-

fusion coefficient. While the former is a frequent miscon-

ception related to the ligand-binding equilibrium, the lat-

ter relates to an important issue in the field of (anomalous)

subdiffusion-reaction couplings.

Diffusion-dependence of the ligand binding equi-

librium.

Even when the movement of each molecule is a simple

Brownian motion with constant diffusion coefficient, the

influence of diffusion on the ligand-binding equilibrium,

eq. (1), is non-trivial:

L + R
kon

−⇀↽−
koff

C (1)

where kon and koff are the global forward and backward

reaction rates, respectively. An overview of the impact of

Brownian diffusion on this reaction can be found in the book

by J. Linderman and D. Lauffenburger (3) (see section 4.2 in

their book). We recall below their major results.

The central point is that the classical one step pro-

cess eq. (1) is actually not a good way to represent this

reaction-diffusion process. The ligand-binding equilibrium

is in essence a two-step process, that requires first the dif-

fusive transport of individual molecules L and R (with rate

constant k+) until their distance is small enough to allow the

intrinsic binding step to take place:

L + R
k+

←→ [LR]
kb

−⇀↽−
ku

C (2)

This two-step process thus defines an “encounter complex”

[LR] in which L and R are close enough to bind but have

not yet bound. [LR] then can undergo an intrinsic reversible

binding reaction with intrinsic reaction rates kb and ku, that

do not depend on the transport process. In agreement with

the celebrated Smoluchovski’s rate law, the transport rate

constant (or diffusion-limited rate constant) reads: k+ =
4π(DL + DR)a (3, 4), where DL and DR are the diffu-

sion coefficients of L and R, respectively, and a is the cap-

ture radius. Now, the global forward reaction rate kon de-

pends on the diffusion coefficient through k+ according to

kon = k+kb/ (kb + k+) (3, 4). Therefore, the global for-

ward constant rate is expected to increase with the diffusion

coefficients DL+DR. This can for instance be seen in figure

2A of our article (2) where the time needed to reach equi-

librium increases when the diffusion coefficient (thus kon)

decreases.

Now, when applied to the global backward constat rate

koff , this approach leads to the remarkable conclusion that

the global backward step is not a local process but also de-

pends on diffusivity. This can be illustrated with the follow-

ing toy example. Consider the case where the diffusion co-

efficients vanish for all species (DL = DR = DC = 0)

and the reaction is initiated with only C complexes (no free

L nor R initially). In this case, dissociated species L and R
cannot appear; the dynamics is restricted to transitions be-

tween “real” complexes C and “encounter” complexes [LR].
It follows that the global dissociation rate constant koff = 0
in this case, which illustrates the fact that koff too depends

on the diffusion coefficient.

Theoretical approaches by e.g. Lauffenburger and Linder-

man (3), Shoup and Szabo (4) indeed lead to koff = λku
where λ = k+/ (kb + k+) is the escape probability, i.e. the

probability that an encounter complex [LR] actually dissoci-

ates into free R and L molecules. Since the global associa-
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tion rate constant kon has the same dependence on D via k+,

the dependence on the diffusion coefficient cancels out in

the ratio KD = koff/kon . Therefore, when molecules move

via a (uniform) Brownian motion, the equilibrium fraction of

bound receptors Ceq = LTRT (KD + LT ) (where LT and

RT are the total concentrations of L and R, respectively)

does not depend on the diffusion coefficient, in agreement

with standard equilibrium thermodynamics.

Contrarily to the claim by V.P. Shkilev in his comment (1),

even for D = 0.02 or 0.01, the equilibrium fraction of bound

receptors (at long times) in our simulations with Brownian

motion does not depend on the value of D. We agree that this

was not obvious from Figure 2A where the reaction times

were set so as to evidence the difference in the time needed

to reach equilibrium but was not large enough to actually

show the equilibrium for the smallest diffusion coefficients.

However this result was directly displayed in our Figure 3B1

that shows the equilibrium constant KD (thus, indirectly,

the equilibrium fraction of bound receptors) for Brownian

motion with various values of the diffusion coefficient D.

This figure clearly evidenced that the equilibrium fraction

of bound receptors does not depend on D when molecules

move via Brownian motion.

The ligand binding equilibrium with CTRW-based
transient subdiffusion.

In our article, transport by CTRW-based transient subdiffu-

sion is obtained when the distribution of waiting times (be-

tween two movements) is given by the power law φ(τ) =
ατ−(1+α)/ (∆t−α − τ−α

c
) where ∆t is the simulation time

step. This distribution has two parameters: the anomalous

exponent α and the cut-off time τc. When τc → ∞ or,

equivalently τc > tmax (where tmax is the maximal simu-

lation time), diffusion is anomalous at all simulation times

and equilibrium can never been reach in simulations.

To overcome this issue (and to improve the biological re-

alism of our simulations), we introduced the cut-off τc as

an upper-limit of the waiting times. In this case diffusion is

transiently anomalous (subdiffusive), until a crossover time

(that increases with τc), after which diffusion gets back to

a Brownian regime (see Figure 1B in our article). One ma-

jor result of our article (2) is that with such CTRW-based

transient subdiffusion, the equilibrium fraction of bound re-

ceptors appears to vary when we vary α (Figure 2C and 3B3)

or τc (Figure 2D).

Yet, as rightly pointed out by V.P. Shkilev in his

comment, these two parameters define the diffusion co-

efficient of this transport process according to D =

(∆x)
2 [

4
∫

τc

∆t
τφ(τ)dτ

]−1
where ∆x is the lattice spacing.

Therefore our simulations suggest that, contrarily to Brow-

nian motion, the equilibrium fraction of bound receptors

changes with the diffusion coefficient when molecules move

via CTRW-based transient subdiffusion.

We moreover found that the equilibrium fraction of bound

receptors with CTRW-based transient subdiffusion is actu-

ally lower than the Brownian case at least for small diffusion

coefficients (see small values of α and large values of τc in

our Figures 2 and 3). This result disagrees with the mean-

field equations obtained by V.P. Shkilev in his comment (1)

(eq. 14-19).

We see four major reasons that can explain this discrep-

ancy. First, it has already been realised at several occasions

that contrarily to Brownian motion, when CTRW-based sub-

diffusion is coupled to the reaction terms, the macroscopic

behavior of the system might be very sensible to microscopic

details of the system, for instance whether reactions can oc-

cur during molecule waiting times or only in association with

molecule jumps (5, 6). Such an explanation may be at work

in our case.

Alternatively, the “random trap model” used by V.P. Shk-

ilev in his comment (and his related article (7)) gives rise to

a transient subdiffusive behavior with a very specific non-

linear increase of the mean-squared displacement
〈

r2(t)
〉

=
6D{t + (b − 1)τ (1− exp(−t/τ))} (eq. 24 in Shkilev (7)).

Like the mean-squared displacement observed in CTRW-

based transient subdiffusion (our Figure 1B), this formula

gives a Brownian (linear) dependence on time for t → 0
and t ≫ τ and a non-linear behavior in between. However,

the general shape of the non-linear regime is quite differ-

ent from what is obtained with CTRW-based transient sub-

diffusion, in particular the duration of the non-linear regime

can be much larger with CTRW-based transient subdiffusion

(several decades as in our Figure 1B) than with the random

trap model. In a context where, as already note above, the

macroscopic behavior of the system is known to critically

depend on microscopic details, such a discrepancy might be

important.

Another possible explanation can be found in the “weak-

ergodicity breaking” property of CTRW-based subdiffusion,

for which time-averages are not equivalent to ensemble av-

erages (8). Even though the subdiffusion regime is transient

in our case, the effect of the weak ergodicity breaking could

still be significant. In this case, the ensemble averages we

use throughout our simulations might not be adequate ways

to measure species concentration.

Finally, the mean-field equations developed by V.P. Shk-

ilev in his comment are based on a one-step process for the

ligand-binding equilibrium, i.e. eq. (1) above (note that, to
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the best of our understanding, his previously published work

has not focused on the reversible bimolecular reaction). As

such, his mean-field analysis of the Brownian case (eq.17-19

in his comment) fails to predict the fact that the equilibrium

fraction of bound receptors in the Brownian case should not

depend on the diffusion coefficient. We think that theoreti-

cal analysis of the ligand-binding equilibrium as a two step-

process including transient subdiffusive transport similar to

what was achieved e.g. in Lauffenburger and Linderman (3)

for Brownian diffusion (i.e. eq. (2) above), could help re-

solve the contradiction between our simulation results and

the mean-field analysis.

The theoretical and simulation analysis of the coupling be-

tween complex reaction schemes and subdiffusion is still in

its infancy in spite of the effort of several groups. The results

obtained hitherto have already produced several results that

are far from trivial compared to their Brownian counterpart

(see e.g. (9, 10)). The dependence on diffusion coefficients

of fundamental biological processes like the ligand-binding

equilibrium might provide another example.
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